EASI-SET® Precast Restrooms

Installed in a day for a lifetime of service.
- Available through CSA Schedules.
- Meets forest Service Specification for precast concrete vault restrooms.
- Meets ADA Standards and accessibility requirements.
- Roof Options: range from a flat precast concrete roof to globe configurations.


For all you need in a building... EASI-SET is the answer.

Manufactured locally by:

EASI-SET® Finishes

Transportable Precast Concrete Restrooms

The only Precast Restrooms available throughout North America from Local Manufacturers.
**New EASI-SET® Outback**

The "first family" of transportable restrooms from the originator of transportable precast buildings.

Outbacks are supplied in a variety of finishes, pre-plumbed, pre-wired, air conditioned and/or with our exclusive FANe ventilation technology. Standard models are equipped with underground precast concrete containment vaults, where required.

**Specifications**
- Meets BC-1000, ASABE-S37.2-D2, AS 319-90, UMCipBCC, NSC, International, and NEC. 50 States, Canada.
- Roof load capacity: 32 psf (32 pounds per square foot standard building). 7.5 psf
- Wind loads: 1 wind speed (based on standard building).
- Frost heave: 3 feet / 900 mm
- Seismic resistance: To the extent practical, making travel compatible with the need.
- Non-waterproofed.
- Absolutely safe and panthenal ventilation technology helps maintain internal climate.
- Total covered with both rain edge and top down floor edge standard building.

**Transportable Precast Concrete RESTROOMS**

**ENTLSPRESS**

EASI-SET® Traditional Restrooms

EASI-SET® Transportable Precast Concrete Restrooms

To order information call for details.
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